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THE SPACE SHUTTLE DISASTER:
ETHICAL ISSUES IN ORGANIZATIONAL DECISION-MAKTNG

As people heard about the explosion of the space shuttle Challenger on

January 28, 1986, and the deaths of-its seven crew members, one of the most

common reactions was disbelief. The launching of a space shuttle had become

routine and few people could believe that such a tragedy aa this was possible.

Concern soon focused on the "cause" of this terrible accident. A Presidential

Commission was appointed to investigate the Challenger disaster and discover

that cause. As the Roger's Commission began its work, most people assumed

that some technical malfunction was responsible for the accident. What the

Roger's Commission found, however, raises serious questions about the ethical

content of organizational decision-making in a world dominated by large

corporate actors and exposed to enormous technological harms.

The Roger's Commission (1986) was able to identify the technical cause of

the explosion of the Challenger: burnthrough of the solid rocker booster

joint 0-rings. The Commission also found that the decision-making process at

NASA was flawed in several ways and was a contributing cause of the space

shuttle disaster. Thus, the explosion of the Challenger was not juSt an

accident - unforeseen, unexpected, a chance happening - it was an act of

organizational deviance. Individuals in structural positions within the

organization made deci,Aons that resulted in the death of seven people and

violated normative expectations concerning safety in the use of complex

technology. The issue of organizational decision-making and bureaucratic

responsibility in the use of technologies that have enormous potential for

:reating social harm ought to concern all of us, especially in the wake of

Chernobyl and Bhopal. The purpose of the paper is to explore the ethical

issues raised by the organizational decisions concerning the space shuttle
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Challenger. Before we can discuss these ethical issues, however, we need to

develop a greater theoretical understanding of the space shuttle disaster from

an organizational deviance perspective.

A Theoretical Approach to Organizational Deviance

The focus of work in the sociology of deviance, traditionally, haa been on

individuals who have violated ciictly Shared normative expectations. The

theoretical concern has been to discover the factors that cause people to act

in deviant ways. A wide variety of "images of deviance" have been created hy

theorists working in thia field (PfOhl, 1985).

This traditional individualistic focus has been challenged in recent years

by a number of sociologists intent on developing an organizational deviance

perspective (Reiss) 1966; Wheeler, 1976; Shover, 1978; Ermann and Lundman;

1978;Schrager and Short, 1978; Gross, 1978; 1980); The organizational deviance

perspective is grounded in t o underlying assumptions. The first assumption is

that complex, formal organizations are social actors in their own right and,

therefore, are an appropriate unit of analysis in the sociology of deviance.

The second assumption is that che deviant acts of organizations are causally

related to the bureaucratic structure, formal goals and external environment of

those organizations.

For a variety of reasons, it appears that the first assumption is easier

to make than the second. Thus, you have the situation in which organizational

forms of deviance are explained by social psychological theories that focus on

individuals within the organization. This tendency within the field can be

traced to the influential work of Edwin Sutherland on the topic of white

collar crime.
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Sutherland (1949) carried out the first empirical study of organizational

crime; He reviewed the records of seventy large corporations and found that

each corporation had engaged in atgeast one illegal action. Sutherland

(1949:234) attempted to explain these organizational violations through his

theory of differential association:

The data which are at hand suggest that white collar crime has its
genesis in the same general process as other criminal behavior,
namely, differential association. The hypothesis of differential
association is that criminal behavior is learned in association with
those who define such behavior favorably and in isolation from those
who define it unfavorably, and that a person in an appropriate
situation engages in such criminal behavior if, and only if, the
weight of the favorable definitions exceeds the weight of the
unfavorable definitions.

Sutherland had developed differential association theory in the 1^30s to

explain tradit'inal forms oE crime and delinque,Icy. When he turned his

attention to white collar crime and began researching the crimes of corporate
_

orgonlzations he simply extended his social psychological learning theory to

corporate executives. Other research on corporate crime found support for the

theory of differential association (Clinard, 1946; Lane, 1953; Geis, 1967).

While there can be no doubt that important insights have been derived

from this line of analysis, some sociologists criticized this theoretical

approach for ignoring the organizational level of analysis. These critics

argued that corporate crime is organizational crime and therefore requires an

organizational level ot analysis. Theories which focus only on social

psychological variables, they contended cannot adequately explain why

corporate organizations as social entities violate the law. As Schrager and

Short (1978:410) point out:

Preoccupation with individuals can lead us to underestimate the
pressures within society and organizational structure, which impel
those individuals to commit illegal acts ... These difficulties make

5



neceaaary and possible the analysis of organizations as_potentially
criminal_agents, Recognizing that structural forces influence the
commission of these offenses does not negate the importance of
interaction between individuals and these forces nor_does it deny that
individuals are involved in tlie commission of illegal organizational
Actt. It srves to emphasize organizational as opposed to individual
etiological factors, and calls for macrosociological rather than an
individual level of explanation.

The organizational deviance perspective, therefore, assumes that not only

are organizations the primary unit of analysis, but that an organizational and

macro-sociological level of analy3is must also be used to explain the deviant

Acts of organizations. These theorists do not deny that individuals make up an

organization. But they argue that organizational factors determine how theae

individuals within the organization will act. As Ermann and Lundman (1982:67)

note:

People within organizations act in certain ways because they occupy
positionS that train them to act in certain ways and constrain them
from Acting otherwise. Organizationally, beneficial thoughts and
actions are forced upon individuals by virtue of the position they
occupy. If individuals holding positions do not behave according to
the expectations associated with these positions, they will be
replaced.

Mall (1977:26) has made a similar argument with regard to organizational

decision making:

Many decisions in organizations ... are organizational decision. That
is, the organization has set the parameters for decision making and
the individual simply follows the procedures that have been preacribed
for him. These rather programmed types of decisions are_usually at a
low level. But more important decisions about future_organizational
directiona and policies are also strongly influenced by organizational
factors. The whole area of tradition and precedent, power poSition
within the organization, and the organization's relationahip with its
environment have an impact on how individuals within the organiza-
tional hierarchy make decisions on behalf of the organiLation.
Organizational considerations thus pervade the decision-making
process.
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In recent years, a number of important theoretical contributions have been

made to the study of organizational deviance (Albanese, 1982; Barnet, 1981;

Clinard and Yeager, 1980; Ermann and Lundman, 1982; Finney And LeSieur, 1982;

_
Gros§, 1978, 1980; Kramer, 1982; Vaughan, 1982). These theoretical efforts

attempt to identify the organizational dynamics and macrosociological

conditions that give rise to the deviant acta of complex organizations. Based

on this work, it is now possible to pull together a general theoretical model

which can be used to understand organizational deviance in general, and the

space shuttle disaster in particular. The remainder of this sectiQn will

outline the general model and in the following section it will be applied to

the Challenger case.

There are three major elements or stages in the model: 1) the formal

goals of the organization and the performance pressure associated with them, 2)

the structural strain that can arise from A di4junction between prescribed

goals and the legitimate available means, and 3) the operationaiity of controls

over organizational behavior. Each of these elements can be explained at two

analytically distinct organizational levels: 1) at the intersection of the

internal organizational structure and the external environment, and 2) at the

intersection of the internal organizational structure and the individuals who

occupy positions within that structure. The model can be diagramed in the

following way.
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Theoretical Model to use in Explaining Organizational Deviance

Analytical Levels

External
Environment

Internal
Structue

Internal
Structure

Individual
Agent

Operative Goals Structural Strain

Performance Emphasis Available Means
Operationality of
Social Controls

The first stage of the model foCuses on the goals of the organization

Fin ey and Lesieur (1982:269) note, "...one of the key ideas for -Understanding

_orgaiiiiational crime is that formal organizations,.by their very nature, are

strongly goaloriented and COnCethed with performance;" Since all organization§

are justified and evaluated in terMs of their success or failure in goal

attainment, an analysis of organizational behavior (of any kind) must focus on

the concept of organizational goals and the "performance emphasis" (Gross, 1978)

that exist§ Within the organization. Even though there are a number of problems

with this concept (Gross and Etzioni, 1985; Perrow, 1979), the analysis of
_ ----organizational devianto MuSt beg:n with an examination of the nature of

organizational goals and their consequences.
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rganizational goals are essentially abstractions that are distilled fr-al

the desires of members and from environmental and internal pressureS. Perrow

(1961) argues that these abstract values must be translated into more speciric

_

directives, in order for the organization to act. He distinguishes between

"official" and "operative" organizational goals. According to Perrow

(1961:855), official goals are "... the genera' purposes of the organization as

out forth in the charter, annual reports, public statements and other

authoritative pronouncements". On the other hand, operative goals "...

designate the ends sought through the actual operating policies of the

organization; they tell us what the orgar zation actually is trying to do

regardless of what the official goals say are the aivis (Perrow, 1961:855).

Assuming that we can discover the operative goals of an organization, how

do these organizational goals influence deviant organizational acts? To

understand this process we need to move to stage two of the model which focuses

_

on the constraints or operating strains that organizations encounter as they

attempt to achieve operative goals. To achieve its goals an organization must
_

utilize available means or resources in an effective and efficient manner. The

available means may be legitimate, that is normative, or illegitimate and

deviant. If an organization is unable to achieve its operative goals through

legitimate means, it may seek to achieve those goals through illegitimate or

deviant means.

The disjunction between organizational goala and legitimate means creates a

structural strain which the organization must resolve (McKay, 1938). The

organization could, of course, reduce the strain by abandoning -Or re:-evaluating

its operative goals. But the organization can also adapt to structural strain

by resorting to deviant means. And given the performance emphasis, both
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external and internal to most organizations, it is argued that organizations are

far more likely to reduce structural strain and achieve organizational goalt

through means which are unethical; deviant, or criminal. Gross (197857) argues

-; .

that organitatiOnt are inhe7-ently crimmogenic because of the possibility of

structural strain:

Wartatigetentsiwhich are committed_to_goal attainment or performance,
6rganizations will_often find_themselves in difficulties. They,liVe
in competitive environments; even in socialist society, in which there
are always_insecurities, and uncertainties in supplies, morieYi_ialesi
andisecurity support..:. Given 4 situation ofiuncertainty_in attaining
goals, ao4 One in wnich the organization is judged_(directly; or
ihditettly by tales_or_other_indicators),by,its success in goal
attainment or performancei one can_predict that the_orgatizatioa Will,
if it mutt; engage in criminal behavior to attain thete goal§.

Not all organizations that experience th[s structural strain, however,

engage in deviant acts. To understand why somr.: do and some do not, WO need to

move to the third stage of the model. The thitd stage highlights the importance

of social control mechanisms, both internal and external to the organization.

As Finney and Legieur (1982: 275) point out: "Whether or not a strong

performance orientation and operating problems lead to crime depends also on the

operationality of various social controls". Even though a condition of

structural strain may pressure an organization and its agents toward a deviant

solution to the problem that confronts them, there may be a variety of controls

that Will operate to block or reverse deviant actions.

These three elements operative goals, structural strain, and the

operationality of controlt constitute the heart of a theoretical model on

organizational crime. This model, however, needs to be fleshed out more by

examining the operation of these elements at two analytically distinct

organizational levels.



The first level to be examined is the intersection of the environment and

the organization. The primary concern of this level is with the influence of

th 4,! organization's larger environment on the internal structure of the

organization. Formal organizations, such as NASA, always operate within a

complex socio-cultural environment. Organizational decisions and actions are

shaped significantly by the external environment. As Aldrich (1979:1) has

noted: "Many questions of interest to organizational sociologists today require

a perspective on organizations that takes account not only of the internal

structure of organizatioas but also the forces in their environments that set

limits to organizational discretion."

The environment of an organization consists of any and all elements

external to the organization, be they economic, political, cultural,

technological, or'interorganizational. Environmental elements influence

organizational behavior not only directly but also indirectly through their

impact on the internal structure and goals of the ovganization. Thus, the

environment shapes the operative goals of the organization, the structural

strains it may experience, and the external control mechanisms it may face.

The second level of the model focuses on the intersection of the structure

of the organization and the individuals who occupy positions ly;.thin that

structure. The primary concern at this level is with the internal structure of

the organization and the way it shapes and sets limits on the decisions and

actions of the individuals who make up the organization. By organizational

structure, sociologists usuany mean "...the distributions, along various lines,

people among social positions that influence the role relations among these

people" (Blau, 1974). The structure of an organization, therefore, refers to
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such things as the division of labor, the hierarChy of authority, the

communicaciod system, and the normative order. Organizational structure,

according to Hall (1977:102) serves two basic functio..s:

First, structLizeS Are designed to minimize or at least regulate the'
influence of indiVidual variations on the organization. Structure is
imposed_to ensure that individuals-conform td the requirements_of the
organization and not vice verga. SeCohd, Structure_is the setting in
which power iA eXertiaeS (Striicture also sets or determines which
positions have 06Wer in the first_place), in which decisions_are made
(the flOWL-Of information which goes into a decision is largely

_

determined_by structure), and in which the organization's activities
are carried odt.

The internal struCture of the organization is important at all three -§tage

of the model. First of all, the intrfial StruCture haF a sigaificant impact on

the operative goals of the organiiation. The structure helps to shape tore

general goals And translates these into more sp-erific subgoals far different
_

unitS within the organization. As Stdhe (1975) Oints outi these subgoals

define the task environment of the people who do the actual work Oithin the

organiiatioh. Thha, the structure defines spetifit task goals for individuals

and exerts an enormous preSsUre bh theth to attain these goals;

Second, the internal Structure may generate structural strains withih the

organizations that pressure individuals td tOtitidir 6-sing illegitimate means to

achieve operative goals; A resdurce structure that causes operating strains,

problems of coordination, Control and communication, the complexity of the

structure, authOrity leakage, the erosion Of thirMS Supporting legitimate

actions, all of thc:se and a nntber of other internal problems may produce

structural Strain which results in deviant organizational actions.
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Finally, the internal structure may or may not contain social control

mechanisms that will block deviant acts by the organization. The eXiStence of

ich MeChanisMS greatly reduces the chances of organizational misconduct; The

internal structure, howevcr, may also contain a number of elements that make it

easy fee indiVidUals within the organization to abdicate their own personal

responsibility for deviant organizational acts. The instrumental rationality of

the organizational forn, role specialization leading to a diffusion of

reSpOnSibility, the developnent of rationalizations and techniques of guilt

neutralization, the group think syndrome and punitive sanctions, are all factora

within the organization that can lead to the abdication of personal

reSponaibility.

The Space Shuttle Disaster: A Case Study of Organizational DeVianCe

Although the teChnital cause of the explosion of the Space Shuttle

Challenger was the failure of the pressure seal in the aft field joint of the

right solid rocket motor, the flawed decisionmaking process at NASA was the

mbr iMportant CaUse. This conclusion is substantiated by the findings of the

Presidential Commission on the Space Shuttle Challenger Accident. The Roger'S

Commission (1986:104) found the folloWing:

I. .there was a serious flaw in the decisionmaking process leading
up to the_launch of flight 51L (the Challenger flight). A Well
structured and managed system emphasizing safety would have
flagged the rising doubts about the Solid Rocket Booster_joint
Seal. Had theSe matters been clearly stated and emphasized in the
flight readiness process in terms reflecting the views of most of
the_Thiokol engineers and at least some of P-Ale Marshall engineers,
it seems likely that the launch of 51L might not have occurred
when it did,

2. The waiving of launch constraints appears to have been at the expense
of flight safety. There was no system which made it imperative that
launch constraints and waivers of launch constraints be considered by
all levels of management.
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3. The_Commission is_troubled_bylwhat appears:to be a propensity Of
:

management at Marshall_to contain potentially SeriOus probleMS and
to attempt to resolve them internally rather than communicate them
forward.

From the findings of the Roger's Commission, and the reactiOnS -of the

public, Congress and the media, it Seem§ -clèae that the space shuttle disaster

was a form Of organiiational deviance; The purpose of this section is tb use

the theoretical model developed in the previous Section to help us understand

the organizational deViante Of NASA in thiS case. We will proceed by examining

each stage of the model as it applies to NASA at the two different organiZa

tional levels.

Stage : Operative Goals of NASA

The first step in understanding the space shuttle disaster is to discover

the operative goals of NASA. We Will eicaMine these goals at two levels; First;

we will look at the Way in which the broader political and economic environment

shaped NASA's goals concerning the space shuttle. AS We ahalyte these

,!hvironmental pressures, we will 6bSerVe h6w specific goals were internalized

within the structure of NASA and the performance pressure these goals exerted in

turn on agency officials;

To Start, we need to brieLly review the history of the space shuttle and

the political decisions made about it. The idea of a reusable Spacecraft that

could provide frequent, economical AtceSS to space first surfaced in the late

1960s during the height of the Appolo program; In September, 1969, a Space TASk

Force report to the President offered a choice Of three long range plans. In

varying combinations these plans called for: ) a manned Mars expedition, 2) a

1 4
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lunar orbiting space station, 3) an earth orbiting station, and 4) the space

shuttle to link the orbiting station to earth (Space Task Group Report to the

President; 1969)

-;
In Match, 1970, President Nixon made an important political choice; For

budgetary reasons he scrapped the Mars project and the space platform, but

ordered the development of the shuttle vehitle. As the Roger's Commission

(1986:2) pointed out: "Thus, the reusable Space Shuttle, earlier considered

only the transport element of a broad, multi-objective space plan, became the

focus of NASA's near term fliture."

This decision forced NASA to put all of its eggs in one basket, so to

speak, and shaped significantly NASA'S goA)A Eot the future. From this point

NASA would tty to prove that the shuttle could be used as a universal launch

vehicle; Enormous pressure developed to creatza an operational shuttle SyStem

and begin a heavy schedule of flights. As the Roger's Commission (1986:201)

ncited: "The nation's reliance on the Shuttle as its principal space launch

capability created a relentless pressure on NASA to increase the flight rate."

The pressure on NASA to make the space shuttle a universal launch vehicle

increased iramatically in the 1980s under the Reagan Administration; Ther-e were

three elements involved in this high pressure system, First, there was pressure

CO declare the spate shuttle "operational" and no longer "developmental" in the

early 1980s; Second, there was pressure to make the shuttle system an

economically self-sufficient commercial cargo hauler. Finally, the Reagan

Admini6'.ration increasingly expected the space shuttle to play a major role in

the military space program. Each of these will he considered in turn.

15
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Ronald Reagan came into office just a8 the space shuttle program was

preparing to launch its first test flight. In August of 1981; the President

eStahliShed An interagency review of U.S. space policy -chaired by Dr. George

Kevworth, then the President's science advisor. The Keyworth group's

deliberationg tdok plaCe as NASA completed the first four orbital teSt flights.

The reSUlt of these ,:.eliberations was the "Presidential Directive on National

Space Policy"; This directiVe WAS issued in conjunction with Reagan's fit-8t

major speech On Space, delivered at Edwards Air Force Base on July 4, 1982, the

day the initial orbital tests concluded.

In this directiVe and Speerh, Reagan announced a national policy to Set the

direction of the U.S. space program during the following decade. As part of

that policy, the President stated that the shuttle system, "...is the primary

space launch system for both national security and civil government miSsions"

(Roger's Commission, 1986:164). Reagan went on to declare the space shuttle

fully operational and thus, ready for a wide variety of important tasks:

The fourth landing of the Columbia is the historical equivalent to the
driVing_of the_gold spike which completed the firSt transcontinental
railroad. It marks our entrance_into a new era. The test flights are
over; the groundwork has_been laidiinow_we will_move forward,to
capitalize_on the tremehdous potential offered by,the ultimate_
frontier of SpaCe.i Beginning with the next flight,_the COliiMbia and
het SiSter Ships will_he fully_operational and ready tO prOVide
economical and routine access,to_space for scientific exploration;
commercial ventures, and for tasks related_to_the national security;
Simultaneously, we tUst look aggressively to the future by demon8trat
ing the potential of the shuttle and establishing a more permanent
Otseii-ce in Space (quoted in Heaphy, 1986:3'.

The President's declaration that the space shuttle was "fully operational":

exerted enormous pressure on NASA. An operational system iS one that has moved

out of the research and development phase into routine operation. Problems and

mistakes are expected and looked for in the development phase but are not

1 6
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eXpected and looked for in the operational phase By the tiMe SoMething is

operational the bugs in the systet are supposed to be Worked out. Yet, was

this true of the shuttle system? If was not, according to a number of experts.

They argue that the system was still in the reSearth And deVel-oOment phase and

t'nat the President prematurely labeled it operational; This led to a relentleSt

preASUre On NASA to launch shuttle missions on an accelerated Schedule. As Jim

ReiOhy (1986:3) editor of Space For All People, pointS OUt: "After the

President had so promptly and vigorously declared the shuttle fully operational,

th,4 Atm6Sphere at NASA was no longer conducive to sober and ratiOnal aSseSsment

of the underfunded spacecraft's shortcomings". And, as John Pike, associate

director for Space policy with the American Federation of American StientiSts,

COMmenting On the launch pressure on NASA has observed: "I point the finger at

the Administration. They were clearlY declaring the thing operational before

it Operational, and that's something that has taken place entirely under the

Reagan Administration" (Heaphy, 1986:3).

The Reagan Administration was eager for the shuttle system to become

Operational because they had developed some rather aMbitiOUS COmMercial and

military goals for NASA to a.hieve. One of these goals was for NASA to become

an econotically selfsUfficient cargo hauler, primarily of cOmMlinitatiOn

SatelliteS. As the Detroit Free Press (1986:10a) noted: "In recent years

top NASA officiali; found thoinaelves under pressure to prove that the iMMen80

cost of space exploration could be at least partially justified by commercial

USe Of the agency's technology Thus, NASA fOUnd itself in the business of

launching satellites for A Wide variety of customers.

7
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Thia business, in turni generated further launch pressures and a

competitive need to advertise the shuttle system as operational. In the first

place, NASA had to compete with the'EurOpeah Space Agency's Ariane satellite

146hcher for CUStOMerS and, therefore, "...had to make its shuttle missions look

routine and dependable" (The Nation; 1986:164). But, the launching of

commercial satelliteS Alao ihtroducea neW schedule problems and a demand for an

increased flight rate that only an operational system could meet. AS David

Sanger (1986:22) of the New Yotk Times noted:

For as long as_the space shuttle_program remains_primarily a_cargo
ship_rather than a research vehicle ;.. NASA will fihd itSelf Uhder
pressure to stay on schedule and_stay CotWitiVe. Those pressures
were ... the result Of bvetly 40bitidus flight schedules developed_by
space agency offiCiála_bent on proving to Congress potential shuttle
customers that the vehicle was "operational";

And, as the Roger's Commission (1986:165) itSelf pointed out:

Pressures developed because of the need to meet customer commitments,
Which translated into_a requirement to launch a certain number of
flights per year and to launch them on time. Such,coriSiderations may
occasionally have obscured engineering Ctoht0-ri._ Manager-a may have
forgotten - partly because of past Stitcesa, partly because of their
own well-nurtured image Of the program - that the Shuttle was still in
a research and development phase.

In addition to these commercial concernS NASA waS increasingly asked to

use the space shuttle for military purposes as well. From the very oeginning,

NASA Was, for the United States, an important element in the Stience-technology

race that takes place within the context of military objectives and interests

(Nieburg, 1966). As the shuttle system came to be the centerpiece of the space

agency's projects, pressure for the militarization of its misSions, from the

Congress, the Pentagon, and the White HouSe, became more frequent. As The

Nation (1986:164) has pointed out: "To win funding from Congress, NASA had to
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jump ihto bed With the Air Force, which demanded fundamental thanges in the

tiVilian agency's concept of a reuSable spacecraft to accommodate railitary

cargoes."

The pressure on NASA to use the shuttle system tO accomplish military goalS

also increased dramatically Under the Reagan Administration; The AdtihiStrAtion

was eager to declare the space shuttle operational because it had a number of

"tasks related to the nattonal 8eCurity" that it wanted carried out; In the

Presidential Directive on National Space Policy" issued in 1982, NASA wAS

inStructed to "preserve United States preeminence in critical space

activities"; Keeping the apata ShUttle on an accelerated flight schedule WaS

described aS "Vital and Critical" to the national defense. The directive went

on to Say that, "launch priority will be provided for national security

missions" (Heaphy, 1986:3). Pressures on the shuttle program eScalated even

more the next year With the announcement of Reagan'S "Star Ware plan; Whatever

form the Strategic Defense Initiative Woad eventually take, the testing nnd

development of such a Spate Missile defense system would reqUire an Operational

space Shuttle capable of making a very large number of flights on a regular

schedule;

As this sectiOn diMionstrates, NASA's organizational pala toncerning the

ShUttle program were significantly shaped by the external environment of the

organization 11 and etOnoMit forces outside the agency preSSUred NASA

to declare the sp, tittle "operational", and take on a variety of commercial

and Military goals. 0 goals were taken on willingly and enthusiastically by

NASA. Because of politital deciSions made in the early 1970s, and Sint-6 the end

of the Apollo program, the shutrle system was, for All practical purposes, the
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only game in town fOr NASA. The Ageo-cyi it is clear, was bound and deternined

to prove to all of those in its external environment, that the shuttle was

operational and could be used as a bniverSal launching Vehicle.

TheSe goals were internalized Within the organizational structure of NASA.

The agency thus committed itself to a frenetic paLe of laUnthings in the 1980si

at one point proposing 714 flights betWeen 1978 and 1990 (The Nation, 1986:164).

The coMMitMent to the commercial and military goals described above led to

"unrelenting pressure to meet the demands of an accelerating flight schedule"

(Roger s Commission, 1986:152). ThiS oi-euee WaS undoubtedly felt by the

individuals who occupied positions within the organizational structure at NASA.

It was this launch pressure which would lead to Solid ROCket Booster Project

Manjger Lawrence Mulloy's comment, upon hearing of objections to the 51-1. launch

by the Morton Thiokol engineers, "My God, Thiokol, when do you Want MO to

launch, next April?" It was thig unrelenting pressure to launchi generated by

the external environmenti internalized within the structure of NASA, and focused

on the individual decision makers within NASA, that Set the stage for the

Challenger disaster.

Stage 2: Structural Strains Vilhin_NASA

As NASA attempted to meet the inCreaaing flight schedule of the space

shuttle and aChieve the commercial and military goals that had been laid out for

i the agency encountered a number of constraints and Operating prObleMS.

These constraints made it increasingly diffiCult for NASA to reach its goals in

a legitimate way, that i, With the high level of safety almost eVetydne

expected of i . The disjunction between the organitational goals of NASA and

the legitimate or safe teans available tO meet the-,e goals, created structural

traint Within the agency. NASA attempted to resolve these atrains by
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increasingly rsorting to means which were less safe, rather than reduce the

Strain by loWeritig its goals and reducing the flight rate. To understand NASA's

decision to use deviant means to achieve organizational goals, We tUat

understand the constraints and operating problems that generated the structural

Straina in the first place.

Structural strains were introduced into the shuttle program ftoM A Wide

variety of soUrtea. No one source of strain was entirely responsible for the

Challenger disaster. Among the sources of strain external to NASA were: 1) the

faulty design of the joint of tne right solid rocket motor by the contractor, 2)

had wes:.-her, and 3) engineering data from the engineers at Morton Thiokol. Each

of these will be considered in turn.

The first source of structural strain directly related to the Challenger

digaSter Was the fatilty seal design Of the joint on the solid rocket motor. The

faulty design, of course, was the responsibility of Morton Thibkol, the

contractor for the solid rocket motors. As we will see, Morton Thiokol can also

be regarded as a deviant organizational actor due to this design flaw and later

actions on the night before the explosion of Lhe Challenger. The Roger's

Commission (1986:148), however, blamed both NASA and the contractor for the

flawed design and the failure to act on informatior concerning this f1aW:

The genesis of the Challenger accident 7 the_failure_of the joint of
the right_SOlid:ROCket Motor began_withidecisions made in_the_design
of the joint and in the_failure by both_Thiokol and NASA's Solid
Rocket_Booster project office to understand and respond to facts
obtained during_testing. _The Commission has conclUded_that neither_
Thiokol nor NASA responded adequately to:internal warnings about the
faulty seal design. Furthermore, Thiokol and NASA did not make a
timely attempt to develop and verify a new seal after the initial
design was shown to be deficient.

21
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Information concerning the faulty seal design i4AS 4 tO-urce of structural

strain within NASA. If the design was flawed and, therefore, unsafe; it should

haVe been redesigned and made safe. 'To do this, however, Would haVe greatly

slowed down the space shuttle't flight schedule. BecaUte of the enormous

envirOnMental pressures on NASA; a long delay was to be avoided at all tö6ts.

At Heaphy (1986:3) has noted: "An environment had been treated where anyone

calling for a halt to the thuttle progrAM for a safety design was opening

themtelvet up td a Charge of advocating economic collapse, nuclear dettruction

and communist control of Mars."

How did NASA reSolVe thit ttrain? NASA officials responded by keeping the

tpace thUttle flying, and at an accelerated schedule at that. The problems with

the faulty seal design were defined as "not and aé an unavoidable and

acceptable "flight ritk". Enough concern about the problem had been raited at

the highest levels within NASA; however; so that the Agotits, iluietly began to

embark on a program to tOlve the problem of the leaky booster rocket seals

(Broad, 1986A). Thit thuttie seal remedy was to be systematically Applied to

the entire space shuttle fleet, but the redesign was not yet available for the

Challenger flLght of January 28, 1986. Thus, while NASA worked on solving the

problet it Continded to fly and defined the risk as "atceptable" And

"unavoidable". As D . Alex Roland, A former NASA official put it (Broad,

1986b:21):

They_had_put the whole future of the space program on the shuttle.
There was no way out. OVerwhelthing problems were just denied. It
wasn't conscious deception. They were kidding themselves at much AS
anybody elS.
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NASA continued to fly and continued to define away the escalating risks.

The agency continued to use unsafe means to attain its ambitious goals because,

as the Roger'S CbratiSSion (1986:148)-noted, they "got away with it last tite".

AS CottiSsiOner Richard Feynman (Roger's Commission, 1986:148) obServed, the

decision making was:

a kind_of Russian roulette;;_. (the Shuttle fliea with 0-ring erosion)
and nothing happens; Then_it is SUggested, therefore,_that_the risk
is_no_longet so high fOr the nekt flights. We can lowerour standards
a little bit betaUte_We got away with it last time... _You got away
with it, hilt it Shouldn't be done over and over again like that.

In addition to the general structural Strain caused by the faulty seal

desig , there were tWo other external sources of strain that related to the

flight Of the Challenger on January 28; 1986. One was the Weather and the other

was engineering data NASA received frot Thi-okbl engineers on the night of

January 27. The Weather; of course; is generally a sour..e of Strain ctinterning

NASA launchings and landings; Bad weather of one kind oe another can make it

unsafe to fly; NASA has frequently decided to delay flights because of

unacceptable weather conditions. Strains due to weather, therefore; are

generally resolved in favor of safety and NASA accepts these short flight

delays. Flight 51-L had already been postponed once and delayed once due to

weather conditions.

The weather on the night of January 27, 1986 caused a different type of

strain at NASA, and this strain was directly connected to information Thiokol

engineers were providing to certain NASA officials that night. Several Thiokol

en i^Pers voiced objections to the launch of 51-L when they found out about the

unusually tbld teMperature predicted for launch time the neict Morning. They

Were concerned about the detrimental effect suc -,old temperatures could have on
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the performance of the solid rOcket motor joint seal, the same seal that had

already generated strain at NASA. During the afternoon of January 27; Thiokol

engineers presented their concerns about the told tetaperatdres to level III

officials in the NASA readiness review process and recommended that the launch

be delayed again.

These engineering concerns produced another structural strain within NASA.

Flight 51-L had already been postponed three times and delayed once. Given the

launch pressure described above, agency officials did not want to fall further

behind schedule. Yet, the Thiokol engineers were saying it was not safe to fly

at temimratures lower than 53°F, and they would not give the required launch

recommendation. How was this strain to be resolved?

NASA officialS at level III of the readiness review were committed to

launch. Another delay was unthinkable. It was at this point that Lawrence

Mulloy made his, "My God, ThiokOl, when do you want me to launch, next April?;

comment. At a teleconference between NASA and Thiokol officials, pressure was

hrought to bear on the Thiokol engineers to reverse their no laUnch reCOmMenda=

tion; Management officials at ThiokOl also put pressure on their engineers.

One Thiokol Official was told to take off his engineering hat (and presumably

his concern for safety) and put on his management hat (and his concern f r

organizational goals). EVentuallyi the management at Thiokol, over the objec-

tions of some of its own engineers, gave the required recommendation for launch.

The level III NASA officials did not communicate the engineering concerns about

the effect Of cold weather on th joint seals to Levels I and II despite the

earlier problems with these seals, and also recommended that the Challenger fly

the next morning. As the Rogec's Commission (1986:82) observed:
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The:decision to launch the: Challenger:was flawed._ Those who made that
decision were unaware of the recent history of problems concerning the
07rings_and the_joint and were unaware_of the initial written

,

recommendation of the contractor,advising against the launch at
temperatures below 53,degrees_Fahrenheit and the continuing opposition
of the engineers at Thiokol after the:management reversed its
Ipotition... If the decision makers had_known all of the facts, it is
highly Unlikely that they yould have decided to launch 51-L on January
28, 1986.

The cold weather caused a structural strain for the level III officials at

NASA. They were commil:ced to a launch but were presented with engineering data

that told them they did not have the safe means to accomplish the task. Rather

than change the gor,1 and delay the flight, these men resolved the strain by

using deviant means, that is, lower safety standards than were acceptable. This

resolution to the strain iS illustrated very well by the comments of two fhiokol

officials to the Roger's Commission. Both Mr. Boisjoly, the engineer, and Mr.

Lund, the manager, point out the different mode of thinking about safety that

occurred the night of January 27, 1986.

Mr. Boisjoly: On of my colleagues that was in the meeting summed it
up best. This wa: a meeting where the determination was to launch,
and it_was up to as to prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that it was
not safe to do sc). This is in total reverse to what the usual is in a

preflight conversation or a flight readiness revicw. It is usually
exactly opposite that (Roger's Commission, 1986:93).

Mr. Lund: But that evening
things come from the people
we weren't ready, and so we
we were trying to find some
we were unable to do that.
motor wouldn't work.

I guess I had never had those kinds of
at Marshall. We had to prove to them that
got ourselves in the thought process that
way to prove to them it wouldn't work, and
We couldn't proN.e absolutely that the

Chairman Rodgers: In other words, you honestly believed that you had
a duty to prove that it would not work?

Mr. Lund: Well, that is kind of the mode we got ourselves into that
evening. It seems like we have always been in the opposite mode. I

should have detected that, but I did not, but the roles kind of
switched.
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StAg_e_3:The_2perationality_of_Controls at NASA

Given the strong perfcrmance emphasis at NASA, it is easy to see how these

structural strains pushed the agency"toward deviant acts in the case of the

Challenger disaster. These strains, however, could pressure the organization to

adopt deviant solutions to its operating problems only because of the absence of

social control mechanisms at NASA; Adequate control meChanisms both external

and ifiternal to the space agency could have prevented the tragedy of flight

51L. To fully understand this disaster we need to examine the circumatancea

surrounding the absence of social controls at NASA.

One thing that has emerged quite clearly out of the various investigations

of the space shuttle program) is the fact that NASA has not been subjected to

any strong oversight by an external control agency. Most organizations, public

or private, are subjected to a variety of social control mechanisma in their

external environment; Corporations, for example) are subject to the criminal

justice system, a wide variety of regulatory agencies, the media; labor unions,

consumer groups, and public opinion. These external controls may be quite Weak,

but their sheer numbers guarantee at least a modest measure of oversight.

Governmental agencies like NASA are subjected to far fewer contro18.

Congress serves as the primary control agent for these organizations, with the

media and public opinion in the environment as well. Of all government

agencies, NASA has receilied a virtually free ride in terms of oversight and

control. This is especially true of Congressional oversight of the agency.

Representative Robert Roe of the House Committee on Science and Technology

recently observed: "Congress has been too shy in finding fault with NASA. As

the result of the challenger accident) Congress and NASA must begin a i.ew era)

one in which Congress must apply the same strong oversight to NASA that it does
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to any other government agency" (Benedict, 1986:4a). And, as RepreSentative

Manual Lujan, the senior Republican on the Science and Technology Committee, has

confessed: "As a committee, we may have been too trusting when NASA gave us

glowing reports about the space shuttle program" (Benedict, 1986:4a).

The Congress, of course, is in a position not only to exercise oversight

and control, but also to help shape NASA's operative goals and relieve

structural strains through the provision of greater resources. But for that to

happen, the cozy and uncritical relationShip Congress has with NASA needs to

change.

AS With COngressional oversight, NASA has generally been given favorable

treatment in the media and been held in high esteem by the public; The

excitement and tOmAhce of space travel, its high entertaintent Valüe, and the

genuine SUCcesses of NASA, have all combined to prodUCe public approval of the

space agency and its worshipful treatment by the media; especially teleVision.

A tore tOber, objeCtive and critical stance on the patt Of the public and the

media may be able to exert some counterbalancing pressures on NASA.

Not only was there an Absence of external social control itiVet NASA, there

were no adequate internal control mechanisms to prevent the shuttle disaster

either. Within the organizational structure of NASA there were three major

social control problems: 1) the failure of the communication system, 2) the

reduction of the safety program and the lack of independence for safety

personnel and 3) the erosion of norms of safety within the internal culture.

The first major social control problem within the organizational structure

at NASA was the absence of an effective communication system. A strong communi-

cation system is essential to handle the problems of coordination and control.

Without effective vertical and horizontal communication, top management may
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experience authority leakage and lose control over subunits within the organiZA=

tion. According to the Roger's Commission (1986:82), '...fAilutes in

cóitimnication that resulted in a decision to launch 51-1., based on incomplete and

sometimes misleading information," was a contributing cause of the Shuttle

disaster.

The testimony of Arnold Aldrich, the National Space Transportation System

Program Manager, pinpoints two crucial ways in which the communication system

within NASA failed to control the impending deviance within the space agency

(Roger's Commission, 1986:101-102):

Dr. Feynman: ...have you collected your thoughts yet on what you
think it; the cause = I wouldn't call it of the accident but the lack
of communication which we have seen and which everybody is worried
about from one level to another?...

Mr. Aldrich: Well, there were two specific breakdowns at least, in my
impression, about the situation. One is the situation that occurred
the night before the launch and leading up to the launch where there
was a significant review ... and the fact that that was not passed
forward...

Mr. Aldrich: The second breakdown in communications, however, and the
one that I personally am concerned about is the situation of the
variety of reviews that were conducted last summer between the NASA
Headquarters Organization and the Marshall Organization on the same
technical area and the fact that that was not brought through my
office in either direction...

Of course, it is not clear if the forwarding of the general concern over

the joint seals or the specific concerns of the Thiokol engineers would have

made any difference. The officials who were to receive this information may

not have wanted to hear it and they may have actually diticouraged such bad news

from coming to them. And, if they had received the information, would they have

acted differently? We cannot know for Sure if they would have delayed the

flight of 51-1. or ordered a halt to the program for a major safety redesign.



The general point here is that the more such bad news is communicated and shared

within an organization, the greater the possibility of control oVer deViant

decisions. In fact, the tendency ae.Marshall to management isolation was cited

by the Roger's Commission as a major factor in the breakdown of communications

at NASA. This is ironic since the Marshall Space Center in the 1960S wila lauded

as having an extremely communications conscious management (Thompkins, 1977; 1978).

The second internal social control problem was the reduction in the saety

program at NASA and the lack of independence for those safety personnel that did

remain. In its report, the Roger's Commission devotes an entire chapter to

what it calls the silent safety program at NASA. They found that the safety,

reliability, and quality assurance work force at NASA had been reduced, and that

this reduction had seriously Iimied NASA's capability in these vital functions

which, in turn, adversely affected mission safety. As the Commission (1986:152)

noted:

The unrelenting pressure to meet the demands of an accelerating flight
schedule might have heen adequately handled by NASA if it had insisted
upon the exactingly thorough procedures that were its hallmark during
the Apollo program. Am extensive and redundant safety program
comprising interdependent safety, reliability and quality assurance
functions existed during and after the lunar program to discover any
potential safety problems. Between that period and 19864 however, the
program became ineffective. This loss of effectiveness seriously
degraded the checks and balances essential for maintaining flight
safety.

While there has been a reduction in the overall safety program at NASA,

there still remains a myriad of safety, reliability and quality assurance units

within the overall structure. The ability of these units to act as social

control mechanisms, however, is seriously eroded by their lack of independence

within the overall structure. The ability of these units to act as social

control mechanisms, however, is seriously eroded by their lack of independence
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Within the structure. Both Kennedy and Marshall have placed safety personnel

under the supervision of the very offices and activities whose efforts they are

to check and control. This structural flaw was described well by the Roger's

Commission (1986:153):

In most cases, these organizations report to supervisors who are
responsible for processing. The clear implication of such a manage-
ment structure is that it fails to provide the kind of independent
role necessary for flight safety. At Marshall, the director of
Reliability and Quality Assurance reports to the director of Science
and Engineering who oversees the development of shuttle hardware.
Again, this results in a lack of independence from the producer of
hardware and is compounded by reductions in manpower, the net bringing
about a decrease in effectiveness which has direct implications for
flight safety.

The final social control problem within the internal structure at NASA was

the erosion of norms supporting the use of legitimato means to accomplish

organizational goals. An internal culture had developed in which safety and

technical considerations were often downplayed. As Eyles (1986) and Thompkins

(1977; 1978) point out, the normative environment at NASA was quite different

during the Apollo era. The erosion nf normative supports fell: the safest

possible means to carry out the agency's missions removed one of the strongest

social control mechanisms that can exist within an organization.

General Ethical Observations

1. Effects

The effects of one's actions, communication, or failure to communicate are

often assessed as one means of making ethical judgments. The deaths of seven

astronauts, the ill-effects on their families and friends, the harm done to the

space program, to national pride and to the psyche of rhe American public, the

harm done to persons associated with the space program, and the political

repercussiens were all a part of disastrous consequences which resulted from the
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space shuttle disaster. "Historians," says Lecky, "will probably always judge

men and policies by their net results, by their final consequences" (ThonSsen

and Bairl, 1948:448). Brembeck and Howell (1952) translate this into a

consequentialist or social utility principie of one's communication (or lack of)

in judging one's ethics. Clearly, the failure to communicate as well as the

presentation of misleading information was a major cause of the space shuttle

disaster and the ill-effects which resulted, and, thus, must be criticized from

this etnicai perspective.

2. Decisionmaking_processes

Persons who accept major decision-making roles must be held ro standards

which represent careful rational, objective, and caring decision-making

processes. The lives and careers of many persons are dependent upon persons in

authority and thus, they have special moral and ethical obligations. The

decisior-making processes in the space shuttle disaster were, at best, flawed.

Not only were NASA's own standards violated, but the standards of communication

.

specialists were violated. The communication field and other disciplines have

long-established methodology for good decision-making and have clearly identi-

fied many of the traps. Janis (1982), for example, has explained how the

group-think syndrome has contributed to bad decision-making. Decision-makers at

the executive level of space flight technology should have learned from examples

derived from historical fiascos, such as the experience of John F. Kennedy's

cabinet in the ill-fated "Bay of Pigs" decision and the improvements which were

made in group process during the "Cuban Missile Critii6" (Janis, 1982:195 & 273).

The failure of NASA decision-makers to utilize principles of existing effective

decision-making processes must be criticized. They violated their own standards

and the standards of decision-making specialists as well.
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3. Process of Communication

Other processes of effective communication were deficient in the NASA

organization. Information flow was limited and barriers existed which would not

permit a free and open exchange of information. The responsibility of assuring

that information will flow in an organization is largely that of top management.

Management should be held to similar stringent standards of effective

communication in an organization as they are held to exacting standards of

cechnical design -nd performance. Thus, competence in effective communication

is an important responsibility for managers (Bales, 198175-76).

An open and supportive communication climate could have made it p-osible for

the Thiokol's engineers concern about the 0-Rings deficiencies to have been
_

widely known throughout the organIzation, and the disaster would have been

averted. Management at Levels I and II in NASA indicated that they would not

have launched on January 28, 1986 had they known of the 0-Rings problems.

However, management teams should have been aware that bad news seldom flows up

an organization, a basic finding in organizational communication

(Rogers & Rogers, 1976). Thus, top management must devise special methodologies

to correct this problem. Ironically, it was the Marshall Space Flight Agency

which was cited by Phillip Tompkins to have a particularly unique communication

system (in the early stages of the agency). Tompkins tells of Werner Von

Bracn's use of "Monday's Notes" in order to help him to find out what was

happening throughout the organization. Von Braun asked department heads to

write a one-page memo each week regarding progress, problems, and the like.

They were to arrive on Von Braun's desk each Monday morning. In turn, he would

read the memos, write comments in the margins, and send duplicated copies of the

memos (including his notes) back to all department heads. Not only was Von

32
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Braun informed, hut department head§ were also informed as to what was happening

in other departments (horizontal (ommunication) and they knew Von Braun's

reactions. A very important additional advantage of this simple system das that

persons throughout the organizations were made aware of the chief executive

officer's values, moral and ethical standards, and goals. Thia syStem promoted

openness and exchange of information throughout the organization (Tompuins,

1977:1=26).

The failure of NASA managers to encourage free and Open communication in the

system was a failure which haa ethiCal implications. It was their

responsibility to devise a communication system which worked and for them to

model good communication. The fact that they were hardly competent in this area

is seen as an ethiCal

4. Human elememt2 Risks_to_the_astronauts

An ethic of "care" mandates that persons in positions of authority be

concerned about the effects of actions on human beings. Testimony in the

Roger's Commission Report suggests that little communication revolved around

the possible fate of the 4Stronauts. The fact that the astronauts' lives were

at stake presents a burden which did not seem to be adequately aCtepted,

especially by the Thiokol and Marshall managerS. It iS very troublesome that

the astronauta were never tdld of the risks they faced.

5. Meral and Ethical_Conscience_

One of the goals of othiciatS iS tO in-Crease the sensitivity and awareness

Of persons to pcitential -ethical issues; Ethical issues are frequently

EthiCal issues were seldom, if ever, discussed, if the teatimony in the

Roger's Commission Report is 4 reaSohable record of the communication which

took place. Ethical issues need to be explicitly identified and diacussed from
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a variety of perspectives. Rights of persons, freedom of expression,

triithfulness, moral and ethical responsibilities, means and ends needed to have

been a part of NASA's considerations% It appears that decision-makers did not

discuss the moral and ethical implications of their actions.

6. Whiatleblowin and communication by-passing

Either whistIeblowing or by-rassing th i. usual channels of communication

could have been effectively prevented the January 28, 1986 launch. This puts a

heavy weight of responsibility on those persons who did not speak out. Indeed,

the conditions in the space shuttle disaster presented engineers with a seriouS

duty to speak out. Their understanding the gravity of the situation sur-

passed that of mannement. We agree with Dave Lindorf (1986) that the Thiokol

engineers had a duty to speak out, as difficult as it might have been. It is

difficult for engineers to defend their choice not to pick up a telephone and

inform persons in strategic positions of the problem wich the 0-Ring seal.

Their preferred choice -- to obey authority, to maintain their own secure

position in the organization, and to maintain a stable organizational infra-

structure -- is hard to defend. A morally preferred position would have been

for the engineers to blow the whistle or to by-pass internal channels of

communication, being aware of the propensity of NASA management to 'put on the

management hat and to make decisions on an economic cost benefit ratio. "The

shuttle explosion is 'another example of the accelerating degradation of the

status of the engineer in the American corporation,' says Ralph Nader (Lindorf,

1986:880). 'The profit motive is overriding engineering concerns at exactly the

time when engineers' views are becoming crucially important. What happened (at
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NASA and Morton Thiokol) is instructive: not only were the engineers overruled

by management; they were so afraid of retaliation that they didn't go outside

the chain of command" (Lindorf, 1.986:880).

It must be noted, however, that the engineers at Morton Thiokol are to be

commended for arguing their position forcefully within their corporation.

Their acceptance of personal responsibility apparently stopped there. That was

a critical error.

SUMMARY

In summary, the moral end ethical culpability of various individuals and of

the NASA organization and its subsidiaries is considerable. We base this on six

ethical observations: (1) The effects of the ill-fated launch were

disastrous; (2) The decision-making processes failed to meet the standarda of

NASA or of communication specialists; (3) The process of communication, by

design and by practice, was faulty; (4) Risks and the respect for the lives of

the astronauts were compromised; (5) Participants in the decision-making process

failed to consider moral and ethical implications of their actions; (6)

Engineers did not blow the whistle or by-pass prescribed channels in order to

alert others of the potential disaster.

These problems need to be corrected. We have offered several possible

directions in our analysis of both the ethical issues and organizational

problems.
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